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Enjoy it!
Welcome to the world of ADE! Once again, we have compiled a
catalogue for our partners, filled with new and familiar things that
make everyday life easier, richer and create special moments. Little
moments full of freshness, enjoyment, vitality, energy, and wellbeing. From a grinder for fresh minced meat, to the humidifier for
relaxed breathing, up to a feel-good alarm clock for eased waking
up. Every product has its own moment. We wish you much joy in
discovering and sharing it.
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KITCHEN

A QUESTION
New products cleverly wired: prepared with a meat grinder, a vegetable grater
and a spice and coffee grinder, now there is not just food, but soul food.
The recipe? Take many market-fresh ingredients and prepare heavenly burgers,
crunchy vegetable bowls, spicy espresso and infinitely more.

ELECTRIC GRATER
Crushing without pre-cutting – ideal for vegetables,
fruits, hard cheese or nuts
CASING

stainless steel and ABS plastic

OPERATION

press button, bayonet cap

FUNCTIONS

slicing, rasping, grating different foods (e.g. hard cheese,
nuts, carrots, apples, cucumbers, etc.); non-slip footing using
rubberised feet; integrated cable rewind

ACCESSORIES

four drum inserts (fine grater, fine rasp, coarse rasp,
fine edge), rammer

NOMINAL/
MAXIMUM
OUTPUT

SIZE IN MM

WEIGHT

200 / 500 watt

205 x 150 x 283

1.48 kg

KA 1802
stainless
steel

NEW
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Four dishwasher-safe drum inserts with
extra-sharp blades made of high-quality
steel for clean cutting results

ALL-ROUND TALENT
With the meat grinder, we launch our taste offensive
for delicious lasagne and crispy kofta. Self-processed
fresh ingredients are inimitably delicious, whether
as minced meat, sausage or shortbread biscuits.

NEW

ELECTRIC MEAT GRINDER
Powerful and versatile – 2,000 watts of peak power in
a first-class aluminium casing
CASING

aluminium, black lacquered

OPERATION

rotary knob, bayonet cap

FUNCTIONS

powerful reversible motor; two adjustable speed levels;
two-piece cutting set consisting of a knife and a perforated
disc; firm footing using four rubberised feet (the rear two as
suction cups)

ACCESSORIES

rammer, 3 perforated discs (3, 5 and 8 mm), sausage spout,
kebbe attachment, pastry attachment

NOMINAL/
MAXIMUM
OUTPUT

MEAT OUTPUT

SIZE IN MM

WEIGHT

800 / 2,000 watt

2 kg / min.

370 x 180 x 316

5.3 kg

KA 1801
black

Wonderfully suitable for everyday use: the attachment is cleaned
and mounted in no time thanks to the clever bayonet quick release
fastener.
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KITCHEN
ELECTRIC SPICE AND COFFEE GRINDER
Grinding, chopping, mixing without effort – and your fingers stay clean
CASING

stainless steel, ABS plastics

OPERATION

pulse switch, lid

FUNCTIONS

grinding, crushing and mixing; suitable for moist and dry
food; firm footing using rubberised feet; integrated cable
rewind; dishwasher-safe removable parts

ACCESSORIES

grinding container with a 2-fold beater knife (suitable for
grinding and chopping dry food such as coffee, pepper, etc.),
grinding container with a 4-fold universal knife (suitable for
crushing and mixing fresh herbs, pesto, etc.), container lid

OUTPUT

ROTATION SPEED

SIZE IN MM

WEIGHT

200 watt

27,000 U / min.

Ø 120 x 210

0.97 kg

NEW

KA 1800
stainless
steel

FLAVOUR ENHANCER
When the aroma matters most: colourful herbal topping,
refined spice mix, crunchy nut potpourri, coffee beans from
your favourite roaster. The grinder with the powerful striking
mechanism easily chops and grinds it all.

One grinding container each with a 2-blade knife for hard and dry ingredients,
a 4-blade universal knife and a capacity of 225 ml
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ALL AT ONCE
Our recipe for kitchen scales: prepare
accurately and vary ingeniously. There
is a right one for everyone – slim and
digital for purists, mechanical and
with a bowl for nostalgics, big and
strong for people who love to cook
expansively. With cheerful designs
or made of classic stainless steel.

LEONIE

NEW

Perfectly shaped – extremely flat one-piece plastic body
WEIGHING SURFACE ABS plastics
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 60 x 35 mm

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

170 x 220 x 9

g, lb.oz

KE 1800-1
red

KE 1800-2
yellow

KE 1800-3
grey

KE 1800-4
black
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KITCHEN

ANJA
Well rounded – stainless steel kitchen scale with temperature indicator
WEIGHING SURFACE stainless steel
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 43 x 20 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

ambient temperature indication in standby mode;
add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

Ø 165 x 22

g, lb.oz

KE 854
stainless steel

ALESSIA
Weighing with verve – stainless steel weighing surface with elegant lines
WEIGHING SURFACE brushed stainless steel
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 63 x 29 mm

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

anti-fingerprint-coating; add and weigh feature (tare function);
overload indicator; battery status indicator; automatic
power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

190 x 190 x 15

g, ml, oz, lb.oz, fl.oz

KE 1600
stainless steel
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DENISE
Smart stainless steel scale with extra-low profile: 10 mm only
WEIGHING SURFACE brushed stainless steel
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 60 x 35 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

160 x 225 x 11

g, lb.oz

KE 874
stainless steel

LADINA
For big tasks – king-size kitchen scale with 15 kg maximum load
WEIGHING SURFACE brushed stainless steel
DISPLAY/SIZE

LED, 61 x 20 mm, mirrored, white digits

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

anti-fingerprint-coating; add and weigh feature (tare
function); auto-hold function; overload indicator; battery
status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

15 kg

1g

310 x 265 x 25

g, oz, lb.oz

KE 1601
stainless steel
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KITCHEN
KITCHEN SCALES
WITH CANDY PRINT
Living trend „colour“ – sweet dreams in the kitchen
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 62 x 28 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

188 x 218 x 18

g, ml, lb.oz, fl.oz

CUPCAKES
KE 1721 I Tiffany

CAKEPOPS

LIEBESPERLEN

KE 1719 I Britney

KE 1720 I Candy

LILOU
The fantastic world of baking – young kitchen scale with a romantic
design for trendy kitchens
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 65 x 28 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

170 x 230 x 14

g, ml, lb.oz, fl.oz

KE 1501
coloured
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KITCHEN SCALES WITH
LIFESTYLE PRINT
Living trend “home” – more cosiness in the kitchen
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 46 x 23 mm

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

145 x 200 x 17

g, ml, oz, lb.oz,
fl.oz

STAG
KE 1727 I Resi

PIGLET

ANCHOR

KE 1722 I Bertha

KE 1728 l Stine

COW
KE 1603 I Inka
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SLIM
Colourful kitchen scale of slender shape – only 12 mm in height
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 55 x 25 mm

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

150 x 230 x 15

g, ml, lb.oz, fl.oz

KE 927
red

KE 863
black

KE 915
white

FRANZI
Compact kitchen scale for private cooking workshops
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 58 x 27 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

182 x 178 x 23

g, ml, lb.oz, fl.oz

KE 1215
silver-black
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CLEO
One for all – simple and beautiful for every kitchen style
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 62 x 28 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

188 x 218 x 18

g, ml, lb.oz, fl.oz

KE 1713
white

KE 1714
silver

KE 1715
gold

CARLA
Compact design with retro charm
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, Ø 45 mm, blue lit

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

150 x 205 x 30

g, ml, lb.oz, fl.oz

KE 1703
grey

KE 1704
red

KE 1705
white
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PAULA
Baking pleasure at home – mechanical bowl scale with grip
BOWL

ABS plastics, 2.5 l

DISPLAY/SIZE

clear full view dial

OPERATION

mechanical

FUNCTIONS

weighing bowl with grip and rubberised stand; dishwasher
safe; manually adjustable zero position (tare function)

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

3 kg

25 g

Ø 215 x 185

g, kg, lb

KM 704
white

ANGELINA
Digital bowl scale – with extra large mixing bowl
BOWL

ABS plastics, 3 l

DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 45 x 15 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

weighing bowl dishwasher-safe; add and weigh feature (tare
function); overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

Ø 220 × 120

g, oz

KE 707
white
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HANNA
Splendid prospects for stainless steel – rust-free, hygienic and sustainable
BOWL

brushed stainless steel, 2.25 l

DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 50 x 25 mm, blue lit

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

weighing bowl made of stainless steel and dishwasher-safe;
add and weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator;
battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

5 kg

1g

Ø 238 x 155

g, ml, lb.oz, fl.oz

KE 1702
stainless steel

ANNA
Grand old lady – nostalgic scale with bowl in charming country house
style with 8 kg weighing capacity
BOWL

polished stainless steel, 2.5 l

DISPLAY/SIZE

clear full view dial, Ø 135 mm

OPERATION

mechanical

FUNCTIONS

weighing bowl dishwasher-safe; massive metal weighing
mechanism; manually adjustable zero position (tare function)

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

8 kg

50 g

Ø 245 x 283

g, kg

KM 1500
cream
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KITCHENAIDS

À LA MINUTE
How would you like your food – crunchy
and crispy, medium or liquid core? With
these kitchen aids you will easily make
little miracles happen: perfect roasts,
falafel, muffins and much more.

BBQ-THERMOMETER
The classic – accuracy well-done
CASING

stainless steel, heat resistant glass

MEASURINGROD

stainless steel, insertion depth
of 120 mm

FUNCTIONS

display of core temperature in °C; clear
dial with illustration of recommended
core temperatures for poultry, pork,
lamb, veal and beef

TEMPERATURE

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

60 °– 120 ° C

°C

Ø 75 x 120

BBQ 1800
stainless steel
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NEW

REMOTE BBQ-THERMOMETER
Perfectly cooked with remote temperature control
CASING

ABS plastics

MEASURINGROD

stainless steel, insertion depth of 160 mm
heat resistant cable, length of cable 1 m

BASE STATION

LCD touch display, 80 x 53 mm

OPERATION

touch

RECEIVER

LCD, 20 x 12 mm, belt clip, LED receiving indicator light

FUNCTIONS

visual and audible temperature alarm on the base station
and receiver when the target temperature is reached; selection of preset meat types and core temperatures according
to degrees of doneness or individual temperature settings
on the base station; meat types: beef, lamb, veal, pork,
chicken, turkey, mincemeat; 5 degrees of doneness: rare,
medium rare, medium, medium well, well; transmission
range 60 m

TEMPERATURE

UNITS

SIZE BASE
STATION IN MM

SIZE RECEIVER
IN MM

-50 °– 300 ° C

°C, °F

107 x 79 x 45

77 x 45 x 19

BBQ 1408
black-white

BBQ-THERMOMETER
Excellent steaks guaranteed – preset cooking levels lead to perfect results

CASING

ABS plastics

MEASURINGROD

stainless steel, insertion depth of 160 mm
heat resistant cable, length of cable 1 m

DISPLAY

LCD touch colour display, illuminated

OPERATION

touch

FUNCTIONS

integrated timer function, audible temperature alarm when
the target temperature is reached; selection of preset meat
types and core temperatures according to degrees of
doneness or individual temperature settings; meat types:
beef, lamb, veal, pork, chicken, turkey, mincemeat; 5
degrees of doneness: rare, medium rare, medium, medium
well, well; stand and magnetic suspension

TEMPERATURE

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

-20 ° – 250 ° C

°C, °F

76 x 76 x 25

BBQ 1600
black-silver
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KITCHENAIDS

MECHANICAL KITCHEN TIMER
Viewing quality – always precisely on the dot with a remaining time indicator
CASING

brushed stainless steel, ABS plastics, rubberised

DISPLAY

round dial, time-remaining indicator

OPERATION

wind-up mechanism

FUNCTIONS

acoustic signal after elapsed time; red, clearly visible indicator for remaining time; convenient magnetic suspension

TIME GRADUATION

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

59 min.

minutes

Ø 78 x 31

TD 1700
black

TD 1702
red

TD 1703
white

MECHANICAL KITCHENTIMER
Classic short-term timer with wind-up system
CASING

brushed stainless steel, ABS plastics

DISPLAY

round dial

OPERATION

wind-up mechanism

FUNCTIONS

acoustic signal after elapsed time; convenient magnetic
suspension

TIME GRADUATION

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

59 min.

minutes

Ø 96 x 36

TD 1304
black
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MECHANICAL KITCHEN TIMER
Good and proper – for perfect timing in kitchen and householdt
CASING

ABS plastics, rubberised

DISPLAY

round dial, time-remaining indicator

OPERATION

wind-up mechanism

FUNCTIONS

acoustic signal after elapsed time; red, clearly visible indicator for remaining time; convenient magnetic suspension

TIME GRADUATION UNITS

SIZE IN MM

59 min.

Ø 60 x 35

minutes

TD 1704
rose

TD 1705
blue

TD 1706
green

TD 1707
cream

TD 1708
grey

TD 1709
red

TD 1710
white

TD 1711
black
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KITCHENAIDS
DIGITAL KITCHENTIMER
If you are looking for precision – optical display of seconds in DotMatrix style

NEW

CASING

ABS plastics

DISPLAY

LCD, Ø 36 mm, dot matrix digits

OPERATION

press buttons, wind-up mechanism

FUNCTIONS

audible signal after time-out; stopwatch function; marking
the remaining time (minutes as digits, seconds as a dot
matrix remaining time indicator); automatic power-off;
magnetic suspension

TIME GRADUATION UNITS

SIZE IN MM

99 min./59 sec.

Ø 67 x 22

TD 1800-1
white

minutes, seconds

TD 1800-2
black

TD 1800-3
red

TD 1800-4
yellow

TD 1800-5
grey

DIGITAL KITCHENTIMER
Flatscreen – the world‘s thinnest timer
CASING

ABS plastics, rubberised

DISPLAY

LCD, 82 x 32 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

display time; acoustic signal after elapsed time; stopwatch
function; convenient magnetic suspension

TIME GRADUATION UNITS

SIZE IN MM

99 min./59 sec.

101 x 70 x 11

TD 1600
white

22

minutes, seconds

TD 1601
black

LIFE
BAD
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LIFE

GOOD

climate

Our pioneer in the matter of climate change – the USB humidifier.
For good breathing air, wherever you are: at home, in the car or in
the office. The proven hygrometers and weather stations also observe
the climate and warn against mould or storms.

USB HUMIDIFIER
Compact and leakproof – refreshed room air thanks to a fine cold mist
CASING

ABS plastics

OPERATION

press button

CONTAINER

160 ml, leakproof

FUNCTIONS

fine cold mist due to high frequency vibrations; two adjustable mist levels with status display (continuous, 10-second
interval); connection to common USB sources (computer,
power bank, etc.); automatic power-off; USB cable included

OPERATION TIME

SIZE IN MM

6 – 10 hours,
depending on the
mist level

Ø 78 x 154

NEW
HM 1800-1
white
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HM 1800-2
black

THERMO-/HYGROMETER
WITH MOULD ALARM
On the safe side – mould warning at too-high air humidity
CASING

ABS plastics

DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 65 x 95 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

hygrometer, thermometer

FUNCTIONS

visual mould alert; temperature and hygrometer indicator
(indoor / memory); programmable upper/lower relative
air humidity with alarm at too-high air humidity; 12-hour
humidity record; dew point indicator: 0 ° – 50 ° C;
indication of five different degrees of humidity
(too dry, dry, optimal, damp, too damp)

TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

0 ° – 50 ° C
20 – 95 %

°C, °F, RH (%)

82 x 136 x 21

WS 1700
white

WS 1701
black

THERMO-/HYGROMETER
WITH BAMBOO FRONT
For a healthy indoor climate – monitoring of
temperature and air humidity
CASING

ABS plastics, bamboo wood

DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 74 x 52 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

hygrometer, thermometer

FUNCTIONS

indication of three different degrees of humidity (too dry,
optimal, and too damp); temperature indicator with MIN/
MAX; air humidity indicator with MIN/MAX

TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

0 ° – 50 ° C
20 – 95 %

°C, °F, RH (%)

100 x 81 x 13

WS 1702
bamboo
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LIFE
WEATHER STATION WITH
WIRELESS OUTDOOR SENSOR
Weather forecast deluxe – display of barometric pressure
and smartphone charging function
WEATHER STATION

ABS plastics, with batteries and mains adaptor, desktop model

OUTDOOR SENSOR

ABS plastics, weather-resistant, battery operation

TRANSMISSION
RANGE

up to 60 m in an open area

DISPLAY

LED colour display, two brightness levels

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

barometer, hygrometer, thermometer, DCF radio clock

FUNCTIONS

barometric weather forecast with trend indicator; barometric
pressure indicator (24 h); temperature and hygrometer
indicator (indoor and outdoor, trend indicators, memory
function); indication of lunar phases; frost alert; temperature
alert (outdoor); DCF clock with alarm and snooze function;
perpetual calendar (7 languages); coupling of up to 3
outdoor sensors; USB connection for smartphone charging;
batteries and main adaptor included

TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

UNITS

SIZE WEATHER
STATION IN MM

SIZE OUTDOOR
SENSOR IN MM

-25 ° – 50 ° C
20 – 95 %

°C, °F, RH (%),
mb/hPa, inHg

114 x 187 x 35

40 x 23 x 92

WS 1600
black

WEATHER STATION WITH
WIRELESS OUTDOOR SENSOR
Doesn‘t just predict the weather – smartphone charging function and
radio clock included
WEATHER STATION

ABS plastics, with batteries and mains adaptor, desktop model

OUTDOOR SENSOR

ABS plastics, weather-resistant, battery operation

TRANSMISSION
RANGE

up to 60 m in an open area

DISPLAY

LED colour display, two brightness levels

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

hygrometer, thermometer, DCF radio clock

FUNCTIONS

barometric weather forecast; temperature and hygrometer
indicator (indoor and outdoor, memory function); frost alert;
clock with alarm and snooze function; coupling of up to 3
outdoor sensors; USB connection for smartphone charging;
batteries and main adaptor included

TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

UNITS

SIZE WEATHER
STATION IN MM

SIZE OUTDOOR
SENSOR IN MM

-25 ° – 50 ° C
20 – 95 %

°C, °F, RH (%)

215 x 75 x 30

40 x 23 x 92
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WS 1601
black

WEATHER STATION WITH
WIRELESS OUTDOOR SENSOR
Smart and clear – large LED display and smartphone charging
function included
WEATHER STATION

ABS plastics, with batteries and mains adaptor,
desktop and wall mounted model

OUTDOOR SENSOR

ABS plastics, weather-resistant, battery operation

TRANSMISSION
RANGE

up to 60 m in an open area

DISPLAY

LED colour display, five brightness levels

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

barometer, hygrometer, thermometer, DCF radio clock

FUNCTIONS

barometric weather forecast; barometric pressure indicator
(12 h); temperature and hygrometer indicator (indoor and
outdoor, trend indicators, memory function); indication of
lunar phases; frost alert; temperature alert (outdoor); DCF
radio clock with alarm and snooze function; outdoor sensor
with indication of temperature and hygrometer; perpetual
calendar (7 languages); coupling of up to 3 outdoor sensors;
USB connection for smartphone charging; batteries and
mains adaptor included

TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

UNITS

SIZE WEATHER
STATION IN MM

SIZE OUTDOOR
SENSOR IN MM

-20 °– 60 ° C
20 – 95 %

°C, °F, RH (%),
mb/hPa,
inHg/mmHg

205 x 130 x 31

50 x 97 x 32
WS 1704
black

WEATHER STATION WITH
WIRELESS OUTDOOR SENSOR
At a glance – keep an eye on all important weather information
WEATHER STATION

ABS plastics, bamboo wood,
with batteries and mains adaptor, desktop model

OUTDOOR SENSOR

ABS plastics, weather-resistant, battery operation

TRANSMISSION
RANGE

up to 60 m in an open area

DISPLAY

LED colour display, two brightness levels

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

barometer, hygrometer, thermometer, DCF radio clock

FUNCTIONS

barometric weather forecast; barometric pressure indicator
(12 h); temperature and hygrometer indicator (indoor and
outdoor, trend indicators, memory function); indication of
lunar phases; frost alert; temperature alert (outdoor); DCF
radio clock with alarm and snooze function; perpetual calendar (8 languages); batteries and mains adaptor included

TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

UNITS

SIZE WEATHER
STATION IN MM

SIZE OUTDOOR
SENSOR IN MM

-20 ° – 60 ° C
20 – 95 %

°C, °F, RH (%),
mb/hPa,
inHg/mmHg

165 x 122 x 53

40 x 23 x 92

WS 1703
bamboo
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WEATHER STATION WITH
WIRELESS OUTDOOR SENSOR
AND RADIO ALARM CLOCK
Weather and radio – all-in-one for the bedside table
CASING

ABS plastics

DISPLAY

LED, 110 x 50 mm, white digits

OPERATION

press buttons, rotary knob

INSTRUMENTS

barometer, thermometer, hygrometer, DCF radio signal

FUNCTIONS

barometric weather forecast; indication of air humidity (indoor)
and temperature (indoor and outdoor); alarm clock (dual
alarm) using pre-set radio stations or alarm sound, with snooze
function; perpetual calendar (7 languages); outdoor sensor
with indication of temperature; coupling of up to 3 outdoor
sensors; USB connection for smartphone charging; 12/24 hour
time display; radio with 4 memory slots and automatic station
search

TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

UNITS

SIZE WEATHER
STATION IN MM

SIZE OUTDOOR
SENSOR IN MM

-20 ° – 50 ° C
20 – 95%

°C, °F, RH (%)

140 x 136 x 90

50 x 97 x 32

WS 1710
white

RADIO ALARM CLOCK WITH
SMARTPHONE CHARGING FUNCTION
Bright and alert – listen to the radio, but not just for waking up
CASING

ABS plastics

DISPLAY

LCD, 64 x 37 mm, blue lit

OPERATION

press buttons, sensor touch

INSTRUMENTS

DCF radio signal, thermometer, hygrometer

FUNCTIONS

12/24 hour time display; indoor temperature indicator;
indoor hygrometer; two USB connections for smartphone
charging; calendar with date and time indicators; alarm
clock (dual alarm) using pre-set radio stations or alarm
sound, with snooze function; automatic station search in
radio mode (FM); sleep timer

TIME GRADUATION

TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

hours, minutes

0 ° – 50 ° C
20 – 95 %

°C, °F, RH (%)

145 x 85 x 71

CK 1708
white
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CK 1709
black

THE SUN COMES UP!
The only thing they cannot do is
to make coffee – our alarm clocks
with weather data, Bluetooth
speakers or radio reception. Prefer
a morning ritual deluxe? Our new
wake-up light wakes you up with
a simulated sunrise and nature
sounds.

NEW
WAKE-UP LIGHT
Greet the day gently – wake up to a simulated sunrise,
music or nature sounds
CASING

ABS plastics

DISPLAY

LED, 51 x 36 mm, 4 brightness levels

OPERATION

press buttons, sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

sun and moonrise simulation 30 minutes before
acoustic alarm; alarm clock using preset radio stations
or 6 natural sounds, with snooze function; FM reception
with automatic station search; mood lighting (7 different
colours) with adjustable light intensity; adjustable sleep
timer for illumination (15, 30, 45, 60 minutes); perpetual
calendar with date and day display (7 languages); USB
cable and mains adaptor included

TIME GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

hours, minutes

170 x 124 x 160

Day & Night – selectable light
intensity from reading lamp to
mood light, in 7 single colours
or as automatic colour change

CK 1718
white
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LIFE
RADIO-CONTROLLED ALARM CLOCK
WITH TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
Small and comfortable – dual-alarm with sensor snooze button
CASING

ABS plastics, bamboo wood

DISPLAY

LCD, 51 x 44 mm, blue lit

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

DCF radio signal, thermometer

FUNCTIONS

12/24 hour time display; indoor temperature indicator;
perpetual calendar with date and time indicators
(7 languages); alarm clock with snooze function

TIME GRADUATION

TEMPERATURE

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

hours, minutes

-10 ° – 50 ° C

°C, °F

72 x 72 x 37

CK 1705
white-bamboo

RADIO ALARM CLOCK WITH
INTEGRATED BLUETOOTH
LOUDSPEAKER
Wonderfully multifaceted – wake up with your favourite music,
fall asleep with an audio book
CASING

ABS plastics, brushed stainless steel

DISPLAY

LCD, 100 x 32 mm, blue digits, five brightness levels

OPERATION

press buttons, rotary knob

INSTRUMENTS

DCF radio signal, thermometer

FUNCTIONS

12/24 hour time display; indoor temperature indicator;
illuminated display; calendar with date and time indicators;
alarm clock (dual alarm) using pre-set radio stations or
two different alarm sounds, with snooze function; playing
of music via integrated radio, or external sources via
bluetooth function, micro SD, as well as AUX and
USB interfaces; bluetooth 4.0; USB connection for
smartphone charging

TIME GRADUATION

TEMPERATURE

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

hours, minutes

-10 ° – 60 ° C

°C, °F

158 x 123 x 120

CK 1706
black-silver
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RADIO-CONTROLLED ALARM
CLOCK WITH TEMPERATURE AND
DATE INDICATORS
Easy snoozing – thanks to an extra-large snooze button
CASING

ABS plastics, bamboo wood

DISPLAY

LCD, 128 x 44 mm, blue lit

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

DCF radio signal, thermometer

FUNCTIONS

12/24 hour time display; indoor temperature indicator;
perpetual calendar with date and time indicators; indication of lunar phases; alarm clock with snooze function;
automatic and manual time setting

TIME GRADUATION

TEMPERATURE

hours, minutes, seconds -10 ° – 60 ° C

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

°C, °F

126 x 87 x 40

CK 1703
white-bamboo

RADIO-CONTROLLED ALARM CLOCK
With the charm of the 70s – precise radio-controlled alarm clock in retro design
CASING

ABS plastics

DISPLAY

LCD with plastic cover, 80 x 37 mm;
orange illuminated

OPERATION

press buttons, rotary knob

INSTRUMENTS

DCF radio signal

FUNCTIONS

clock dial in flip number design, 12/24 h display;
alarm clock with snooze function; automatic and
manual time setting

TIME GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

hours, minutes

127 x 60 x 59

CK 1720
white

CK 1720-1
orange

CK 1720-2
yellow

NEW

CK 1720-3
grey
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FRESH TO WORK
A good team for the kitchen, workshop or home office: the radio
ensures a good working environment, the integrated tape measure
makes the scale a practical post office, and the digital pocket scale
provides the necessary precision.

COMPACT RADIO

NEW

Rock around the clock – 4-in-1 radio plus alarm clock,
thermometer and calendar
CASING

ABS plastics, MDF

DISPLAY

LCD, 65 x 46 mm

OPERATION

press buttons

INSTRUMENTS

thermometer

FUNCTIONS

radio reception (FM); automatic station search; alarm
clock (dual alarm) using pre-set radio stations
or two different alarm sounds, with snooze function;
perpetual calendar; temperature indicator (inside)

TIME GRADUATION

TEMPERATURE

UNITS

SIZE IN MM

hours, minutes

-9 ° – 50 ° C

°C, °F

184 x 115 x 58

BR 1704
walnut
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BR 1705
birch

BRIDGET
Ideal for hobby and office – measuring and weighing in one
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 65 x 35 mm

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); two-sided
measuring tape; retractable hanging provision; overload
indicator; battery status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

20 kg

1g

210 x 297 x 19

g, kg, oz, lb

KE 1700
silver

DIGITAL POCKET SCALE
Small but capable – six weight units, with precise
weight determination
WEIGHING SURFACE brushed stainless steel
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 36 x 18 mm, blue lit

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

add and weigh feature (tare function); on/off switch for
display illumination; overload indicator; battery status
indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

110 g

0.01 g

100 x 130 x 20

g, ct, gn, oz, ozt,
dwt

TE 1700
black-silver

Cover suitable as a weighing dish
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LIVE
DIGITAL LUGGAGE SCALE

NEW

Weighing without battery – thanks to environmentally
friendly dynamo technology
CASING

ABS plastics

DISPLAY

LCD, 24 x 20 mm

OPERATION

press button

FUNCTIONS

strap length 180 mm; automatic hold function; tare
function; overload indicator; charging level
indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

50 kg

50 g

148 x 33 x 40

kg, lb

KW 1703
white-grey

The dynamo principle:
simply shaking and
weighing with kinetic
energy – at any time.

DIGITALE LUGGAGE SCALE
Weight in hand – elegant luggage scale with blue backlit display
CASING

stainless steel, ABS plastics

DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 30 x 13 mm, blue lit

OPERATION

press button

FUNCTIONS

belt length 210 mm; automatic hold function; add and
weigh feature (tare function); overload indicator; battery
status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

50 kg

100 g

147 x 30 x 46

g, kg, oz, lb

KW 1600
silver-black
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MOBILE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Box to go – from camping to construction site
CASING

ABS plastics, rubberised,
waterproof to IPX6 protection rating

OPERATION

press buttons, Bluetooth

FUNCTIONS

audio playback through external sources via Bluetooth 4.1
(range approx. 10–15 m) and AUX interface; two stereo
speakers (2 x 5 watt); hands-free set with noise cancelling;
protected from rainwater or short-term flooding (IPX6
protection rating) ; USB cable, AUX cable, carabiner
included

POWER

BATTERY

SIZE IN MM

2 x 5 watt

2,200 mAh
lithium battery

157 x 47 x 69

BR 1701
khaki-orange

WATERPROOF,
CRASHPROOF AND
SHOCKPROOF

NEW

GOOD ON THE GO
With the waterproof and shockproof
Bluetooth box, travellers can enjoy perfect
sound experiences on the go. And the new
luggage scale will not fail even on long
journeys – thanks to its dynamo principle, it
weighs to the end of the world. Let’s go!
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NEW

DIGITAL BABY SCALE
Space saving and precise – for monitoring the
food intake of infants

Quickly stowed away in the closet:
light and flat, with practical
recessed grips

WEIGHING SURFACE

ABS plastic

DISPLAY/DIMENSIONS

LCD, 60 x 21 mm, white digits

OPERATION

press buttons

FUNCTIONS

gently arched and generous weighing bowl; suitable for
babies and toddlers; integrated recessed grips at the
bottom; firm footing using rubberised feet; tare function;
overload indicator; battery status indicator; automatic
power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

20 kg

10 g

557 x 320 x 35

kg, lb, st

35 mm

BE 1817
white
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BATHROOM
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BATHROOM

STRONG

performance

Weighing can be a tender subject. That is why our digital scales not only
offer convenience and precise results, but also little extras for a good mood:
chic styling, sustainable material, XXL displays or weight announcement
via speakers.

MARLEEN
Analysis with style – with filigree electrodes made of brushed stainless steel
WEIGHING SURFACE

safety glass

DISPLAY/DIMENSIONS

LCD, 73 x 37 mm

ANALYSIS

body fat, body water and muscle mass in precise
0.1 % increments

CALCULATION

bone mass fraction in 100 g increments, visceral fat,
BMR (calorie requirement), BMI

MEMORY SPACE

10 users

OPERATION

step-on-technology

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator, battery status indicator, automatic
power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

300 x 300 x 18

kg, lb

BA 1702
white
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BA 1703
black

NEW

BARBARA
Robust and sustainable – weighing platform
made of FSC-certified bamboo
WEIGHING SURFACE bamboo wood
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 83 x 45 mm, white digits

ANALYSIS

body fat, body water and muscle mass in precise
0.1 % steps

CALCULATION

bone mass in precise 100 g steps

MEMORY SPACE

10 users

OPERATION

tap-on technology; sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

150 kg

100 g

300 x 300 x 34

kg, lb, st

BA 914
bamboo

TABEA
Pretty slim – extra flat body analyser scale: only 17 mm in height
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 74 x 35 mm

ANALYSIS

body fat, body water and muscle mass in precise
0.1 % steps

CALCULATION

bone mass in precise 100 g steps; daily calorie
requirement (BMR)

MEMORY SPACE

12 users

OPERATION

step-on technology, sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

300 x 300 x 17

kg, lb, st

BA 1300
silver-black

BA 1301
white-silver

Top rating from the “Stiftung Warentest“ consumer
research and testing organisation: Mark “Good“.
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AURORA
Marble living trend – classic and elegant in white or black
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 73 x 28 mm

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload and battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

300 x 300 x 20

kg, lb, st

BE 1711
marble/white

BE 1712
marble/black

INA
Hey, I’m talking to you – talking bathroom scale
with extra-high weighing capacity
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

XXL LCD display, 92 x 49 mm

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload and battery status indicator; automatic power-off;
announcement of weight via integrated loudspeaker
(German)

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

250 kg

100 g

310 x 310 x 26

kg, lb

BE 1707
white
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Also ideal for older people

NEW
KATHARINA
The Great – the extra-large XXL display will not miss a single gramme
WEIGHING SURFACE

safety glass

DISPLAY/DIMENSIONS

XXL LCD, 106 x 91 mm

OPERATION

step-on-technology

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator, battery status indicator,
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

300 x 300 x 23

kg, lb, st

BE1723
white

Also ideal for older people

YLVIE
Transparent lightness – noble black and white with a glass weighing surface
WEIGHING SURFACE

safety glass

DISPLAY/DIMENSIONS

LCD, 74 x 28 mm

OPERATION

step-on-technology

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator, battery status indicator,
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

300 x 300 x 23

kg, lb

BE1722
black-white

NEW
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BATHROOM

CHLOE
Versatile appearance – compact bathroom scale with
different elegant surfaces and space saving dimensions
WEIGHING SURFACE brushed stainless steel, imitation wood
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 74 x 34 mm, blue lit (BE 1504)

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

150 kg

50 g

275 x 275 x 15

kg, lb

BE 1504
silver

BE 1505
reed bamboo

BE 1506
wenge

LEEVKE
Classy – attractive bathroom scale with elegant silver
surface and a weighing capacity of 180 kg
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 72 x 34 mm

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload and battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

300 x 300 x 16

kg, lb, st

BE 1513
silver
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LOREEN
Maximum grip – stylish bathroom scale with anti-slip silicone surface for
a secure foothold, even with wet feet
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass, silicon mat
DISPLAY/SIZE

75 x 29 mm

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

302 x 302 x 18

kg, lb, st

BE 1509
grey

OLIVIA
Energetic – glass scale with a classic transparent surface
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 62 x 27 mm

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

280 x 280 x 24

kg, lb, st

BE 1510
silver
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BATHROOM

LOTTA
Glass scale with trendy tribal motif
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 74 x 54 mm

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

302 x 302 x 17

kg, lb

BE 1305
silver

TONI
Almost weightless – thanks to a weighing surface made of easy-care aluminium
WEIGHING SURFACE aluminium, rubberised frame
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD display, Ø 75 mm, white digits

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload and battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

332 x 305 x 18

kg, lb, st

BE 1701
black-silver
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IRIS
Weighing with ambience – light up your weight
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass
DISPLAY/SIZE

LED, Ø 60 mm, illuminated, white digits

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

round weighing surface; blue LED illumination of the inner
weighing surface during weighing; overload and battery
status indicator; automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

Ø 330 x 27

kg, lb

BE 1700
black-silver
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LUNA
Modern times – retro-style meets modern bamboo
WEIGHING SURFACE safety glass or bamboo wood
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD & analogue, Ø 167 mm, illuminated

OPERATION

step-on technology

FUNCTIONS

24h-remember-feature for comparable measurements
(only BE 1500); overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

180 kg

100 g

BE 1500:
308 x 394 x 29
BE 1719:
315 x 405 x 40

kg, lb

BE 1500
white

BE 1719
bamboo

MARTINA
Pretty eco-friendly – weighing platform made of genuine
FSC-certified bamboo
WEIGHING SURFACE bamboo wood
DISPLAY/SIZE

LCD, 83 x 45 mm, illuminated

OPERATION

tap-on technology

FUNCTIONS

overload indicator; battery status indicator;
automatic power-off

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

150 kg

100 g

300 x 300 x 34

kg, lb, st

BE 925
bamboo
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BEAUTY EXPERT
Puts Her and Him in the best light: thanks to ring
illumination and 5x magnification no detail will
be missed during facial care, shaving or styling.
All-round care!

NEW

MAKE-UP MIRROR
Facial care in the best light – shadowless illumination for make-up,
shaving or styling of the eye area
CASING

ABS plastics

LAMP

LED

OPERATION

sensor touch

FUNCTIONS

dimmable ring illumination for shadow-free illumination;
5x magnification; mirror individually tiltable at an angle
of 90 °; non-slip pad; USB cable included

OPERATION TIME

SIZE IN MM

1.5 h

170 x 125 x 246

Look, how beautiful:
the glorious thing about
the mirror is that it
shines without shadows
and can be dimmed
smoothly.

CM 1700
white
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ELEMENTAL PARTS
Reduced to the essentials: robust shell, precise
core, good looks and not a bit digital.

CLINICA
Classical doctor scale with extra-large weighing platform
and corrosion protection – also suitable for professional use
WEIGHING SURFACE robust metal body, scratch-resistant finish, non-slip rubberised
DISPLAY

big and clear full view dial

FUNCTIONS

manually adjustable zero position; scratch-resistant finish;
extra-large weighing platform

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

160 kg

1 kg

325 x 480 x 108

kg

M 308800
black

Top rating from the “Stiftung Warentest”
consumer research and testing
organisation: Best mechanical
scale/bathroom scales
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VICTORIA
Mechanical bathroom scale with nostalgic desig
WEIGHING SURFACE robust metal body, scratch-resistant finish, non-slip rubberised
DISPLAY

big and clear full view dial

FUNCTIONS

manually adjustable zero position

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

136 kg

1 kg

285 x 430 x 83

kg

BM 701
white

BM 708
black

FELICITAS
Mechanical bathroom scale with eye catcher –
it’s the lifted round dial
WEIGHING SURFACE stainless steel, non-slip rubberised
DISPLAY

lifted full view dial

FUNCTIONS

manually adjustable zero position

CAPACITY

GRADUATION

SIZE IN MM

UNITS

160 kg

1 kg

275 x 345 x 113

kg

BM 702
black
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BULLETIN BOARD

Introduction time!
ADE’s new FITvigo activity trackers are coming: the AM
1800/01 tracks steps, calories and distance, monitors
pulse and sleep, and offers different sport modes.

NEW ON BOARD

Thanks to convenient smart notifications, incoming
calls and messages can easily
be checked directly on the

The Hamburg based trading house Waagen-

display … And as the tracker

Schmitt has decided to breathe new life into

looks so slim and elegant on

its product range: snuutje is here! A new

the wrist, it can be worn for

favorite brand with family-orientation for a

any occasion.

home filled with happy moments. The name
says it all: snuutje is Low German for darling.

FITvigo products 2018 –
download the new
flyer on fitvigo.de

Lovely products for the young family, no frills –
just comfortable. Like the hanging nests
for cuddling and dreaming..

snuutje.de

DON`T FORGET: POS & PROMO
Cardboard or multimedia? Shop-in-Shop system or
counter display? PoS materials have to fit – that’s
why, in addition to proven standard solutions, we
constantly develop new creative approaches with

GOOD INTENTIONS 2018
More time for family and
friends (58 % *)
Being more active (53 % *)
Eating healthier (47 % *)
Live the moment –
with ADE
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* of all Germans / Forsa Study p.p.
DAK Gesundheit, 11/2017

our customers. Contact us!

Happy scales, clocks and alarms for the kitchen, bathroom and
kids room. ADE goes big with Mouse, Elephant & Co. – not
only for small Mouse fans.

There’s lots to discover: two lines of design with Mouse and Elephant for kids
and grown-ups – from friendship to adventure, in strong colors to a retro chic
style. Not to forget the maritim Hamburg edition. All new products can be
found in the current flyer or at ade-germany.com
© I. Schmitt-Menzel / Friedrich Streich, WDR mediagroup GmbH
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WAAGEN-SCHMITT
General distribution for ADE consumer products worldwide
Waagen-Schmitt GmbH
Hammer Steindamm 27-29 · D-22089 Hamburg
mail consumer@ade-germany.com
tel
+49-(0)40 - 43 13 59- 0
fax
+49-(0)40 - 43 13 59- 99
ade-germany.com

